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brf

Sharing the
Easter Story

Welch

Sally

9781800390980

£8.99 In this year’s BRF Lent book Sally Welch explores two questions: Daily Readings
What is the Easter story really about, and how do we share it?
Through each week of Lent, a different aspect of the Easter story
is examined: repenting, forgiving, hoping, trusting, sacrificing,
loving and changing. Within each week, the days are focused on
what we need to do in order to share the story: listening,
understanding, reflecting, living, telling, sharing and becoming.
Each day offers a Bible passage, followed by a reflection and a
prayer. Suggestions for group study and group study questions
are also included.

2022

dlt

Lent in 50
Moments

Kelly

Liam

9781913657321 £12.99 Lent in 50 Moments comprises meditations on fifty daily
Daily Readings
moments – ideas, objects, or happenings frozen in time – offered
as signposts and guidance for our Lenten journey.The moments
have been chosen by Liam Kelly, who has written a reflection for
every day, and a question for prayerful response. He has also
chosen a quotation to prompt further thought, and provides
biblical references for each day’s readings at Mass in the Catholic
Church. Each of the fifty moments has been skilfully illustrated by
artist Ted Harrison.The book as a whole provides a unique,
stimulating and visually memorable companion for faith and
reflection during Lent and Eastertide
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dlt

The Room
Where it
happens

HudsonWilkin

Rose

9781913657789

£6.99 The Room Where It Happens is an exciting new Lent course
Course
written by Bishop Rose Hudson-Wilkin inspired by the filmed
version of the award-winning stage musical Hamilton.The course
has been written in the hope that all ages can be involved in the
room where it happens for discussions about what the Bible and
the experience of Christian faith teach us about some of the big
issues faced in the musical by Alexander Hamilton: his responses
to injustice, adversity and temptation, his search for identity, and
his realisation that he (and all of us) can make a difference in the
world.

2022

ivp

Forty Women Clarke

Ros

9781789743562

£9.99 The first witnesses to the resurrection were not men, but women Daily Readings
– and without women, the Easter story would not have happened
at all.These hidden voices of the Bible's story are found through
the Old Testament and the New Testament. In this daily Lent
devotional for 2022, join Ros Clarke as she uncovers the women
of the Bible who are essential to the Easter weekend. From Eve
to the Shummamite, and from Deborah to Ruth, Forty Women
will open your eyes to the power of the gospel.

2022
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spck

The way of
the
Franciscans

Horan

Daniel

9780281083176

£9.99 Whereas some religious traditions within Christianity offer a
General Reading
singular approach or spiritual focus, the Franciscan tradition is
wonderfully diverse and manifold.The Way of the Franciscans is a
lovely Lent book for 2022 that offers a practical introduction to
Franciscan spirituality, and the many distinctive and dynamic
approaches to prayer, contemplation and action found within it.
Split into six chapters, with each focusing on a key Franciscan
spiritual master and their way of prayer, The Way of the
Franciscans is the perfect guide to help you prepare for Easter
and deepen your spirituality throughout Lent. As well as
exploring the history of the different Franciscan spiritual
traditions and how they are united in their focus on living
according to the Gospels, it offers practical, applicable guidance
for making Franciscan spirituality part of your everyday prayer
life.

2022

spck

Hearing God
in Poetry

Harries

Richard

9780281086290

£9.99 From Yehuda Amichai and W. H. Auden to Phyllis Wheatley and Daily Readings
Walt Whitman, Hearing God in Poetry invites you to take a closer
look at fifty great poems by some of the finest poets in the
English language. Some are well known, some deserve to be
better known, but all say something distinctive that will lift your
spirit.This beautiful Lent book for 2022 offers six poems for every
week from Ash Wednesday, leading up to Holy Week, with ten
poems specially chosen for Easter. A short reflection from
Richard Harries accompanies each poet and the poem, drawing
out their spiritual insights and how they communicate God’s
presence.

2022

Mark

9781472968371 £10.99 A Benedictine monk offers a path for all of us through the five
weeks of Lent, by opening the Psalms as a gateway to scriptural
prayer.

Macmillan Wind, The
Barrett
Fountain And
The Fire
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ISBN
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Marston You Are Mine: Walker
Daily Bible
readings from
Ash
Wednesday to
Easter Day

David

9780857467584

CLC

Matt

9781501887109 £12.99 Draws parallels between the popular story and the life of Jesus.

Norwich

dlt

km
Mars

Grace of Les
Miserables,
The
Walking the
Way of the
Cross
Soul Journey

Rawle

Cottrell,
Gooder &
North
Silf

Margaret

Easter
Encounters
Which Way?

Bower
Boys

9780715123447

£8.99 Recognising we are God's beloved and the impact that should
have through us for our world.

Notes

Date

Daily Readings

2020

General
reading/group
study
Sations of cross

2020

2020

9780232534429

£9.99 Scripture-based devotions for personal or group use in Lent and
Holy Week. Similar in intent to the traditional Stations of the
Cross.
12.99 Soul Journey is a day-by-day companion to help you find the
Daily readings
Way, to be revitalised and to discover fresh horizons. Margaret
Silf offers 40 daily meditations on passages from the Bible, and a
reflection on the journey travelled so far for each Sunday.

Tony

9781848679733

£8.99

2019

Sylvia

9781912120505

£4.99 Soul Journey is a day-by-day companion to help you find the
Daily reading
Way, to be revitalised and to discover fresh horizons. Margaret
Silf offers 40 daily meditations on passages from the Bible, and a
reflection on the journey travelled so far for each Sunday. It has
been written both for those who regularly undertake a Lenten
study and for those for whom the season is not familiar. All are
welcome on this journey - a journey not just for Lent, but for any
time and season.

Activity

2020

2019
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9780281075317

Muthuraj

9780281080083

Good BookThe Wonder Drew
of Easter
sacristy Cross
Carey
purposes
DLT
Eavesdroppin Martin
g

Ed

9781784983352

Kevin

9781908381118 £12.99 A collection of thought-provoking reflections inviting us to
contemplate the events of Good Friday in new ways.
9780232533897 12.99 A wonderfully fresh way of deepening the way that we talk to
God.

Topical

2019

Daily reading

2019

Kevmay

Journeying
Brown
through Lent
to Easter

Joan

9781840039887

£7.99 Looks at our hearts being made new

Course

2018

Kevmay
Kevmay

Wild Lent
Summers
A Letter For Coghlan
Lent
Looking
Bartlett
through Jesus

Patrick

9781848679351
9781848679344

£7.99 Discovering God through Creation
£5.99 Based on the Apostle Paul's letter to the Colossians.

Activity
Course

2018
2018

9781848679306

£6.99 Reflections on Luke's Gospel

Daily Reading

2018

Graham

9781472945266

£9.99 Mowbray Lent Book 40 Meditations on Different Places

Daily reading

2018

Russell

9781848678095

£7.99 Exploring Intimacy with God

Course

2018

kevmay

BloomsburyA Place for
James
God
Kevmay Staying Close Herbert

Henry

£8.99 Introduction to the spiritual life, shows that everyone can find
Topical
prayer a rewarding experience.
£9.99 Enables Christians to engage confidently in a ministry
Daily reading
bequeathed to us by Christ himself.
£6.99 Take ten minutes with your family each day to prepare for Easter. Daily reading

Date

gemma

spck

The Way of
simmonds
ignatius
Reconciliation Swamy

Forname and
Second Author

2019
2019
2019

Source Title

Surname

Forname and
Second Author

Mars

Towards
Jerusalem A
Pilgrim's
regress and
progress to
God's Holy
City

Brady

Steve

9780857465603

£7.99 A call to live for a vision bigger than ourselves, marching to a
different drumbeat to 'Zion',

Daily Reading

CWR

Cover to
cover At the
Cross
Prayers For
Public
Worship Lent
To Easter

Guiness

Abby

9781782594987

£4.99 Witnesses of the crucifixion

course

PRE 2018

9781848675735

£9.99 Inspirational prayers written by four of the best-loved and most
distinguished Christian writers.

Prayers

PRE 2018

£8.99 These reflective services are all fairly short and mostly
participative, one for each of the four Sundays in Lent
9781848677845 £10.99 Step by step through every aspect of the preparation and
presentation of his tried and tested talks.

Services

PRE 2018

Talks

PRE 2018

Kevmay

Kevmay
Kevmay

Mac
Mac

Adam,
Fawcett,
Sayers &
Simpson

ISBN

Price Subject

Date
2018

Christ Our
Thomas
Peace
More All Age Fawcett
Talks For Lent
Holy Week
And Easter

Stuart

Things He
Cotterell
Carried, The
The Things He Cottrell
Said: The
Story of the
First Easter
Day

Stephen

9780281060801

£7.99 Focussing on the things that Jesus carried.

Meditations

PRE 2018

Stephen

9780281061976

£6.99 The meaning and significance of the resurrection is explored by
piecing together the post-resurrection sayings of Jesus.

General Reading

PRE 2018

Nick

9780862098988

Notes

Source Title
spck
Hodder
Kevmay

KevMay
Mars
norwich
Norwich

The Things He
did
Passion and
the Cross
The Great 'I
Am': Lent
group
meditations
Praying the
passion
Dust And
Glory
Let Me Go
There
Getting to
Know Jesus
Again
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Cottrell

Stephen

Rolheiser
Adam

Ronald
David

ISBN

Price Subject

Notes

Date

Topical
9780281076239
9781473626706
9781848670778

£7.99 Story of Holy week through the things Jesus did
£7.99 Looks at jesus suffering beyond just the physical

PRE 2018
Daily Reading

£7.99 To increase our relationship with the Living Lord Through the 7 'I Course
Am' statements

PRE 2018
PRE 2018

Daily Reading
Taylor
Runcorn

ken
David

9780862099022
9780857463579

12.99 A Narrative of the passion to use as a springboard to prayer
£7.99 Daily bible readings from ash wednesday to easter day

Gooder

Paula

9781848259041

Wallace

Peter

9780819233615

£8.99 Looks at traditional lent themes of wilderness fasting prayer etc. Topical &
Questions
£9.99 Life ministry words and works of Jesus
Daily Reading

Daily Reading

PRE 2018
PRE 2018
PRE 2018

PRE 2018

